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Ideas of gentility and politeness were central to the elite culture of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. However, recent academic debate has queried the useful-
ness of such terms in demarcating any meaningful boundaries of class.1 Material
cultural – in particular architecture – served to both articulate and enforce social and
economic boundaries while at the same time diffusing a taste for such culture to a
rising class of  middle- income consumers. While the genteel aspirations of the
Victorian middle class are visible in the spread of polite suburban housing develop-
ments, this essay examines the material equipage of ‘gentility’ – from architecture to
landscape – among the lesser gentry and rising class of rural farmers. The cultural
relationship between the ‘Big House’, small but polite houses of the minor gentry,
and the homes of wealthier tenant farmers remains under explored territory. With
some notable exceptions, architectural studies – often concerned with issues of attri-
bution and stylistic development – have tended to focus on larger and
 better- documented houses where a coherent line of architectural and ornamental
development can be retrieved.2

Maurice Craig, in his Classic Irish houses of the middle size, commented that ‘the
gulf between the ‘Big House’ and the cottage has perhaps been  over- emphasized by
historians, and too much has been made of the absence of a middle class’.3 The term
‘parish gentry’ has been used to describe those families whose supremacy was merely
local, and in the nineteenth century this group included the more affluent merchants,
professionals and farmers.4 Indeed, the more ubiquitous homes of the minor gentry
constituted the ‘Big House’ in most localities and were designed in such a way as to
articulate their membership of an elite, however localized that might be. Terms such
as ‘seat’ and ‘demesne’, traditionally associated with the upper ranks of the gentry, have
been subject to relatively little scrutiny. As I argue below, their broad usage during
the nineteenth century denotes an increasingly democratized context for polite
culture in Ireland. For this reason, I have used the term ‘architectures’ to describe the
scope of domestic buildings that expressed ‘gentility’ in  nineteenth- century Ireland.
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Not only is the period defined by aesthetic and, indeed, moral antagonism over style
– particularly the Classical v. Gothic debate – but also over scale – cottage, farmhouse,
villa and mansion – all of which, in their way, might indicate genteel status.

‘ A M IDDLE CLAS S OF GENTRY ’

The notion of gentility was all the more fraught and contested in a country where
the ruling class was derived largely from a colonial elite politically and religiously
alienated from the general populace.5 ‘Englishness’ long remained a core element in
definitions of good taste. Unsurprisingly, the country house in Ireland never assumed
the role of national heritage that it did in Victorian England.6 More recent attempts
to repackage it as such have not gone uncontested.7 This unease over elitism, gentility
and national identity was palpable when a new Catholic middle class first began to
assert itself, as Gustave de Beaumont noted in 1839:

We must not be astonished if aristocratic inclinations display themselves in the
middling properties which are gradually being formed in Ireland; there is not
a middling proprietor who, at the sight of the privileges attached to the
possession of land, is not tempted to enjoy them himself: he is delighted at
possessing in his condition some analogy to a noble lord, his country neigh-
bour, whom he hates as his political and religious enemy, but from whom, to
convert his hate into love, he probably waits only for a kind smile, or a
complimentary recognition . . . Will they persist in their hostile feelings to the
privileged, now that their property gives them, besides all political rights, the
chance of being named justices of the peace, being summoned on grand
juries, sitting on the bench with the aristocracy in petty and quarter sessions?8

When did such material aspirations to gentility first emerge among the farming
class? Until the 1780s, most farmers had lived in  single- storey, vernacular ‘cabins’
partly due to what Kevin Whelan has described as ‘a typically cautious,  low- profile
mentalité among Catholics’.9 He gives the example of the Aylwards in Walsh moun-
tain, who ran a ‘dairy empire’ and enjoyed a  ‘gentry- like income’ but occupied
houses little distinguishable from the peasant.10 Despite their material invisibility,
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there were many small freeholders among this group. Thomas Power records the
estimation in 1807 that of the ’6,500 freeholders in the county [Tipperary], 5,500 or
84 per cent were Catholics, showing that beneath the level of gentleman the base of
the Catholic landed class was wide’.11

In Ireland prior to the nineteenth century, a shared reliance on the vernacular was
more likely to bind the lower gentry and wealthier farmers more than any common
dabbling in the niceties of architecture. From the seventeenth century, the new
Protestant elite had been content to occupy the castles of their dispossessed Catholic
predecessors or make do with unpretentious thatched houses,12 many only begin-
ning to ‘quit their cottages’ towards the end of the eighteenth century.13 This seems
particularly true of the lesser gentry. For example, William Roulston notes that
although formal architecture makes an appearance among the northern Irish clergy
in the early eighteenth century, simple rural residences remained ‘commonplace’ until
much later.14 According to Toby Barnard, as late as 1790, Co. Down had a commis-
sion of the peace of  eighty- seven but only  forty- eight of those had ‘notable seats’.15

A similar familiarity with the vernacular existed among the gentry of Cork during
this period, according to local memory recorded in the nineteenth century.16

Certainly, among  eighteenth- century Catholic middlemen, a strong sense of
gentility based on dress, education, pedigree, hospitality and local prestige was often
retained within a vernacular architectural tradition. Occasionally, this might assume
a hybrid form through the employment of symmetry.17 The process that saw a wide-
spread move to a consciously formal architecture among the elite is now often
difficult to recover. It has been argued that the ‘thatched mansions’ that characterized
the dwellings of  well- off farmers and minor gentry in the eighteenth century were
often demolished or remodelled beyond recognition, suggesting that the line
between vernacular and polite architecture was more assertively drawn as rising agri-
cultural prices (in the second half of the eighteenth century) drove both the
construction of towns and the establishment of a more prosperous farming class.18
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These improvements were reflected in furnishings as well as architecture. Arthur
Young, writing in 1776, noted ‘numerous exceptions’ to the generally impoverished
cabins of the poor with ‘much useful furniture, and some even superfluous; chairs,
tables, boxes, chest of drawers, earthen ware, and in short most of the articles found
in a middling English cottage’.19 These acquisitions, he pointed out, had all been
made within the last ten years, which he regarded as a sure sign of a rising national
prosperity. The same process was occurring across Britain. In 1825, William Cobbett,
writing about England, expressed disgust at the transmutation of the farmer and his
family into ‘a species of mock gentlefolk’ through their acquisition of parlours and
genteel furniture.20

Unsurprisingly, it is at a local level, where the paths of landlord, middleman and
tenant farmer frequently crossed, that we find the idea of gentility at its most
malleable. Yet here, geography played its part. Thomas Power has noted that the
northern baronies of Tipperary had far fewer large leaseholders than south Tipperary,
where there was a substantial class of gentrified Catholic head tenants – many of
whom built country houses indistinguishable from those of the landlord class. For
example, Mr Macarthy of Spring House was leasing nine thousand acres in the late
1770s, while another such farmer, James Scully, a  well- off grazier, was leasing some
fifteen thousand acres in 1796.21 In contrast, farms in the northern Tipperary barony
of Lower Ormond were far smaller, in the region of five or six hundred acres – and
many had no substantial buildings.22 No farmer in the northern Tipperary barony of
Ikerrin held more than a hundred acres.23 Although landownership was certainly
used as one of the criteria to define membership of the gentry as a class, vast lease-
holds could render any such distinction redundant.24

Testament to these blurred social boundaries, in 1795 the English architect, John
Miller, produced in the same volume designs for a ‘gentleman’s house with a farm-
yard’ and a ‘genteel farmhouse and offices’, of similar scale and pretension.25

Although clearly some social distinction was intended, it is difficult now to differen-
tiate the two architecturally. However, the occupants of such houses – whatever status
they might claim – were clearly distancing themselves from the vernacular traditions
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of the peasantry. Already in 1801 Charles Coote, writing of Queen’s County,
observed a ‘middle class of gentry’, who were engaged in improvement and whose
residences were ‘handsome, and generally well calculated for good family farm
houses’. These he contrasted with the ‘hovels’ of the peasantry.26

The spread of polite architecture among farmers appears to have been much
slower in Ireland than in England, however, and was not apparent to every observer.
In 1807, Henry Colt Hoare remarked ‘we see no conveniences of sheds, stalling,
fenced rick yards &c. as in England; nor is the house of a farmer, renting three of four
hundred pounds a year, at all better than many of the labouring poor’, a problem he
attributed to the insecurity of  sub- leasing from avaricious middlemen.27 Edward
Wakefield in 1812 attributed the material impoverishment of wealthy farmers to a
desire to avoid hearth and window tax.28 One visitor remarked in 1836 that ‘the
whole surface of England is covered with substantial  farm- houses; in Ireland they are
scarcely to be seen’, a dearth he attributed to the low wages of Irish labourers, reck-
oned at half that of their English counterparts.29

Inevitably, the quality of housing erected by  well- off farmers varied considerably
from region to region. Wakefield, despite his more general comments, noted the very
fine farmhouses around Gorey, Co. Wexford, all rebuilt with slated roofs since their
destruction during the 1798 rebellion.30 As late as 1837, Samuel Lewis recorded that
the residences of rich farmers in the region of Kilkenny were ‘generally inferior to
their means’,31 while Arthur Atkinson noted that farmers’ houses in the county of
Carlow were distinguished by iron gates and stone piers, ‘an appendage which until
my entrance into this county, I did not see attached to concerns of the same char-
acter’.32 It is possible that such variation depended on the size and quality of farms
available in each region, as noted above in relation to Co. Tipperary.33 However,
statistical evidence from Munster suggests that the period from 1790 to 1840 was an
extraordinarily transformative one in terms of residential improvement for the
farming class.34 Regional disparities made farmers hard to pin down in terms of class
as – in the words of one early  twentieth- century commentator – ‘an Irish farmer may
be anything from a private gentleman on a small scale to a labouring man on a large
one’.35 Throughout the nineteenth century, farmhouses would vary from ‘imposing
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 stone- finished dwellings, fitted out with pianos and Victorian furniture, down to
small  two- roomed and even  one- roomed cottages,  white- washed, and with thatched
roofs . . .’36

INTERROGAT ING THE ‘B IG HOUSE ’

A ‘democratization of aesthetics’ from the late eighteenth century saw the discourse
on landscape and architecture open up to those without means to build on an exten-
sive scale.37 Rousseau’s celebration of rural simplicity had elevated the status of the
humble cottage and revived the popularity of indigenous place names.38 Gentility
was defined not by building alone but through participation in aesthetic discourse,
allowing those on the fringes of the gentry to pass judgment on the taste of their
social and economic superiors. Stephen Bending has spoken of the ‘battles for control
over  socio- aesthetic taste’ that emerges in the  second- half of the eighteenth century
in a range of literature produced beyond the confines of the patrician elite.39 In this
guise, Arthur Atkinson, an impoverished King’s County Protestant whose Irish tourist
was published in 1815, was often derogatory about the lack of aesthetic judgment in
the design of larger houses and demesnes he visited. Like other educated but impe-
cunious travellers, Atkinson took pleasure in talking down to the upper ranks of the
gentry, often giving detailed instructions on how their demesnes might be improved.
High walls built to inspire awe could be quickly pulled asunder by a disapproving
stroke of the pen – and one wonders how many campaigns of rebuilding in the early
1800s were prompted by some slight in a tourist guidebook. The enlargement of
Oak Park, Co. Carlow, in the early 1830s40 came in the wake of Atkinson’s comment
that the house was ‘neat but not extensive’ and his dismissal of its  eight- hundred- acre
demesne – enclosed by a  ten- foot- high wall – as ‘completely destitute’ of a decent
prospect.41 Another travel writer, later in the century, criticized the Kildare seat of
the earl of Mayo for having ‘a low situation’ and a view ‘greatly confined’ before
recommending ‘a splendid site not many perches from the front door’.42 The seat of
the Barons Courtown was likewise ‘confined . . . [and] almost smothered in the trees,
which prevents the free circulation of air’.43
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‘ SMALL BEAUT IE S ’

Participation in aesthetic discourse by  lower- ranking gentry and professionals was
part of a broader diffusion of genteel culture in the early nineteenth century, seen also
in the ‘democratisation of fashions’ wherein ‘the lady’s maid could dress in the style
of her mistress’.44 This cultural interchange was not  one- way only, for at the same
time that the lower economic ranks sought the traditional trappings of gentility, the
elite also took a close interest in the material culture of the peasantry – albeit in an
idealized form. The landscape of early  nineteenth- century Ireland was something of
an architectural dressing up box; indeed, the line between  well- intentioned improve-
ment and picturesque fantasy was often a fine one. The contemporary popularity for
the cottage ornée and ferme ornée – sometimes in highly ostentatious forms, such as the
Butler’s Swiss Cottage at Cahir – created a sylvan refuge for an idle elite rather than
a better class of farmhouse.
When foisted on tenant farmers and estate workers, the picturesque style was not

always  well- received or understood. At the start of the nineteenth century, Charles
Coote expressed astonishment that the peasantry seemed to prefer their own vernac-
ular dwellings to those of their improving landlord.45 Yet small farmers and estate
labourers could hardly have wished to celebrate the  faux- bucolic lifestyle dreamed of
by their masters. In 1825, James Brewer, the travel writer, castigated Mr Jefferyes of
Blarney for  over- embellishing the dwellings of his tenants when building the town
of Blarney, arguing that ‘such superfluous circumstances of embellishment were
derided by the rich, and viewed with indifference by the tenants and the poor’
leading to a state of dilapidation.46

Among the lesser gentry, cottage architecture eased the material expectations
involved in housing impoverished maiden aunts and displaced dowagers, while
disguising the reality that many of them had, in the previous century, been served by
houses of a less intentionally vernacular character. Despite the air of aristocratic
indulgence, designs for cottage architecture were often propagated by lower  middle-
 class professionals who, ‘within a modest compass, made the genteel life possible by
their arrangement’.47 Lewis’ Topographical dictionary of 1837 includes the thatched,
 mud- built – yet symmetrical – house (fig. 1.1) of the local Catholic curate among a
group of ‘seats’ in the parish of Jamestown, Queen’s County – a group that includes
a large neoclassical mansion by William Vitruvius Morrison.48 Clearly a remodelling
of an earlier vernacular dwelling, its name, ‘Abbeyview Cottage’, cleverly appropri-
ated the genteel language of the picturesque to make a virtue of its humble scale and
materials.49 The name also asserted a visual relationship with the fanciful Gothick
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revival mansion of the earl of Drogheda, Moore Abbey, built in the 1760s – reducing
the aristocratic pile to an  eye- catcher in the Revd Maher’s masterly field of view. In
this way, visual conversations opened up between cottage and castle in a newly shared
cultural landscape.
More so than the strong farming class from which they were drawn, Catholic

priests had the education and leisure time to engage with art and architecture.
Another Queen’s County cleric of this period, the Revd James Walsh, was remem-
bered as ‘a man of genius, taste and learning, painter, sculptor, designer’.50 Frequently
classed among the gentry, priests in wealthy parishes often occupied quite substantial
houses51 with genteel interiors. A painting of 1878 shows the  high- ceilinged parlour
and marble fireplace with overmantel mirror that exemplified the plush gentility of
the Irish priest’s house. As Claudia Kinmonth has observed, these features provide a
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‘studied contrast to the simple poverty of [a] barefoot girl and her mother, who bends
in deference to the priest’.52 Such an interior might be found in the home of the
Revd James Delaney, resident at Moneycleare House on the outskirts of Ballinakill,
Co. Laois, in 1850. Approached down a winding avenue, a genteel flight of stone
steps accessed an attractive fanlit, Gibbsian door. A  two- storey servants’ wing
extended to one side (fig. 1.2).53 Similarly, in the small village of Puckaun, Co.
Tipperary, the genteel and picturesquely titled demesne of ‘Riverview’ was the  mid-
 nineteenth- century residence of a parish priest who leased it from a member of the
local gentry.54 Parochial houses built later in the century, often in towns and close to
the church, shed something of this earlier glamour. While they enjoyed the trappings
of a genteel lifestyle, priests were answerable to those who paid for it. There were at
least two instances in Carlow in the early nineteenth century of outraged parish-
ioners reclaiming parochial houses from the relatives of deceased priests. In Clonegal,
they literally dragged the secular ‘heirs’ of the priest out of the house.55

Although every type of building from the castle to the cottage might articulate
some notion of polite living, the minor gentry – particularly the Protestant clergy
who built extensively in the early nineteenth century – followed a reserved archi-
tectural template for gentility: the symmetrical astylar block, two storeys high, three
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bays wide, with fanlit doorway (fig. 1.3). The influence of neoclassicism and theo-
ries of landscape design recommended a  three- dimensional articulation of the house
as ‘villa’ within a landscape. Regular fenestration on at least three sides allowed views
out into the  free- style parkland – popularized by Capability Brown – which in turn
framed views back towards the house. This was a departure from their more rigidly
oriented early  eighteenth- century precursors, which sat in gardens of geometrically
designed groves and parterres – more expensive and harder to imitate by those in
straitened circumstances. Inside, the simple plan of dining room and drawing room
flanking a narrow hall was nothing new, but presented the rising middle class with a
formula for architectural respectability.
Aspiring farmers extend the life of this villa style well beyond the nineteenth

century, and Atkinson noted with approval the ‘growth of taste’ among this class. ‘It
would be utterly incompatible within the limits of this volume’, he remarked, ‘to
introduce to public notice, all the rising villas of this kind which mark the improve-
ment of the country’.56He repeatedly favoured what he called ‘small beauties’, which
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he equated to his own ‘standard of rural excellence’.57 The ‘demesne’ was no longer
exclusive to the ‘Big House’ and Atkinson employed the term at every scale,
including a series of ‘cottages in the English style’ on the Cosby estate of Stradbally,
to each of which, he remarked, ‘a few acres of demesne are attached’.58 While land-
lords were often the sponsors of such domestic improvement among their tenantry,
these improvements are necessarily described with a vocabulary borrowed from the
Big House (around which the discourse of improvement had first arisen). Certainly,
an air of cultivation and maturity in the plantations around smaller houses hinted at
the gentility of their residents, sometimes making their social status difficult to ascer-
tain. In the 1870s, Godkin and Walker commented that, in addition to the beautiful
mansions of the Offaly gentry, there were also ‘substantial dwelling houses sheltered
by old trees, showing either that the owner is a smaller proprietor or that he or his
forefathers had a long lease’.59 A few decades later, an observer described such a
dwelling as having ‘little plantations of trees around it, and an orchard and  flower-
 beds, and often a lawn for games’, the houses ‘stone finished and  four- square and
roofed with slate’.60 To what extent landlords were involved in improvements among
more prosperous tenants is uncertain, though there is evidence to suggest that their
influence was more limited in this sphere.61

Although farmers were what Atkinson termed the ‘useful class of the commu-
nity’, he encouraged them to cultivate genteel surroundings for themselves.
Commenting favourably on the ‘villa’ of a farmer named Morris near Bray, Co.
Wicklow, he suggested that utilitarian farm equipment be kept out of view of the
visitor approaching the house and trees used to screen farm activity. The surround-
ings of a farmhouse could, in classic villa style, be divided into the genteel and the
utilitarian.62 Elsewhere he described the ‘demesne’ of a farmhouse (fig. 1.4) on the
estate of the absentee Lord Stanhope, and lauded the house itself in the following
enthusiastic terms:

. . . a neat  white- washed edifice of about  thirty- six feet by  twenty- four – it
might have contained two small parlours, a hall, pantry and kitchen, on the
ground floor, and as many apartments above them; but certainly not much
under or over – its extent was exactly adequate to the accommodation of a
family of taste and small fortune, and the garden, offices and demesne exactly
corresponded with this – all compact and in good order, bore the aspect of
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comfort; but save one or two objects in the little domestic landscape, nothing
had the appearance of grandeur.63

He asserted that it was ‘one of the prettiest little villas which I have yet seen in this
part of Ireland’, recommending gentlemen travelling through the area to visit it. It
was, he said, ‘the epitome of English neatness and beauty’. Atkinson here uses terms
like ‘demesne’, ‘lodge’, ‘villa’, ‘ornament’, ‘offices’, ‘garden’ and ‘lawn’, and the occu-
pants he describes as people of ‘taste’. Although he was unsure whether the small lake
close to the house was intentionally ornamental or not, given the farm’s proximity
to Heywood, one of the country’s most important landscape gardens – which it over-
looked – it is certainly feasible that it was.
Keen not only to describe the improvements and tastes of the humbler classes,

but also to include them among his readers, Atkinson created four separate ranks of
subscriber, each paying a separate price. One such subscriber he recounts seeking out
in a  decent- looking cottage, poor, Protestant and in the linen trade – and a
‘respectable’ member of society.64 We can detect in Atkinson’s enthusiasm for ‘small
beauties’ the contemporary picturesque taste for the rural idyll and an evangelical
fervour for honest living. There is also a criticism of a purely materialist notion of
‘improvement’. He wrote:
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. Valleyfield House, Co. Laois (photograph by the author,
with thanks to the Delaney family).
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I connect every idea of comfort . . . with a neat lodge and demesne, in a
neighbourhood highly cultivated and improved, but cultivated and improved
in a sense much more important and extensive than is conceived necessary by
some of those who have been placed by public suffrage in the first class of
taste and correct judgment.65

‘ E SQU IRES ’ AND ‘GENTLEMEN’

Deciding who exactly qualified as a ‘gentleman’ in an Ireland where political and reli-
gious supremacy was increasingly contested was a difficult task. Certainly, by the
nineteenth century, many conservatives across Britain viewed the term ‘gentleman’ as
having been thoroughly debased.66 As a result, the somewhat archaic label of ‘esquire’
took on a new importance in distinguishing the established gentry from those
regarded as their social inferiors. Various forms of  nineteenth- century literature care-
fully pursued this distinction. In describing the provincial Tipperary town of
Nenagh, Slater’s Directory of 1846 included an extensive list of esquires among the
‘nobility, gentry and clergy’ but also a smaller number labelled merely as ‘gent’ –
mostly distinguished by their Irish names – Mr Consedine, Mr Flinn, Mr Kennedy,
Mr Murphy, Mr Talbot. In contrast to the ‘esquires’, these men had addresses in the
town rather than the surrounding country.67 This is not to suggest that this class was
merely urban, but rather that those members of the lower gentry residing outside the
town were omitted from the list. Their influence was clearly judged to be more
geographically limited than that of the ‘esquires’.
The distinction was by no means an Irish one alone. In 1842, The Spectator had,

in an article entitled ‘Dilemmas of gentility’, described the attempts of jurors in
Chelsea to move from those listed as ‘gentlemen’ to those listed as ‘esquire’.68 Jury
lists also raised eyebrows in Ireland. John O’Brien of Hogan’s Pass, Co. Tipperary,
occupant of a small but genteel  two- storey,  five- bay house on the outskirts of
Nenagh, had his status downgraded from ‘esquire’ in 1841 to ‘gent’ in 1845.69 Edward
Flinn, ‘gent’, occupied a modest but polite residence – named grandly as ‘Fox Hall’ –
outside Newport, Co. Tipperary, and appeared as both ‘esquire’ and ‘gent’ in separate
publications.70 Only those who held the rank of ‘esquire’ (loosely classed as
landowners, bankers and merchants) were eligible for inclusion in special juries and
an inquiry into the status of jurors in 1867 showed that many returned themselves as
‘gentlemen’ rather than ‘esquire’ to avoid the more onerous duties of the latter class,
while describing themselves as ‘esquire’ in town directories. Only the better sort of
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tradesmen, such as wine merchants and builders, were deemed eligible to sit on grand
juries – but not shopkeepers. It was decided that the only means of establishing the
true class of any individual was by reference to the character and location of his
house.71 On paper, houses could be just as misleading as anything else, as their names
were often more grandiose than their appearance would justify. While house names
with ‘mount’, ‘park’ and ‘lodge’ proliferate among those listed as ‘esquire’ in the
returns of jurors for Tipperary (North Riding), such genteel names were also
adopted by those only granted the status of ‘gent’: ‘William Ryan of Mount Alt’,
‘John M. Fletcher of Shannon Hall’, ‘Obediah Holland of Mount Falcon’, ‘William
Vere Cruise of Mount William’, ‘Edward Flinn of Fox Hall’ and ‘William Nagle of
Fortfield’ were all classed among the lower gentry.72 Although many of these ‘seats’
were significantly smaller than those occupied by the local ‘squires’, they also culti-
vated a certain gentility in their architecture and surroundings. Mount Alt, for
example, was modestly scaled yet occupied a politely  laid- out parkland with an
orchard to the rear. Very similar in size is the equally grandly titled ‘Shannon Hall’
(fig. 1.5), where the orchard  out- scaled the parkland. However, some houses of this
class, such as Garryvenus – the seat of William Fogarty, which neighboured Mount
Alt – made do with just an orchard.73 The maintenance of such social division in the
classification of the gentry was inevitably a source of friction. In 1850, a Galway town
councillor and poor law guardian ‘lost several of his teeth from the blows of a guest,
at his hospitable table . . ., in a dispute about the gentility of their respective fami-
lies’.74

Such disparities in material status were more difficult to disguise in towns where
there was often a readily apparent distinction in the architectural quality of certain
streets. Slater’s directories of Irish towns from the 1840s give an indication of the
urban localities most favoured by the patrician class, such as Nenagh’s Summerhill,
where the architecture parallels that of Georgian Dublin, with houses reaching four
and five storeys high, embellished with fanlit doorways and stone steps to their
entrances (fig. 1.6). Popular with those ranked ‘esquire’, the clergy (Catholic and
Protestant), wealthy professionals and tradesmen, none of the town’s lower ranking
‘gentlemen’ were found among the tenants.75 Similarly, zones of upmarket architec-
ture served to delineate status in many other small Irish towns in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. The neighbouring village of Borrisokane featured
terraced villas in the polite ‘modern’ style on its south side, totally distinct from the
townhouses in the centre. Mountrath, Queen’s County, a small town of similar size,
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 Reports from committees: special and common juries [425], HC 1867, ix, 32.   Jurors
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also had a series of polite villas on its north side; its south side, in contrast, featured
small  two- storey,  two- bay labourers cottages. Unsurprisingly, these polite areas
tended to be closer to the Protestant church – except in Nenagh, where the church
was at the opposite end of the town until moved to the town’s genteel quarter c.1850.
Urban wealth increasingly spread outwards in suburban demesnes surrounding towns
and villages in the same region, a pattern common in other parts of the country.
Lindsay Proudfoot, in his study of the ‘Big House’ in Co. Tyrone during the nine-
teenth century, described the clusters of notably small demesnes around provincial
towns, as part of a ‘process of socially driven land purchase by petty urban capital-
ists’.76 The superficial trappings of landownership – the Big House, demesne, gate
lodge etc. – clearly had a role in articulating claims to genteel identity among this
class, despite their dependence on trade and commerce.77
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. Shannon Hall, Co. Tipperary, with remodelled windows
(image reproduced courtesy of Peter Clarke).
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LANDLORDS AND TENANTS

Lewis’ Topographical dictionary of 1837 expanded the parameters of gentility consider-
ably to include prosperous Catholic farming families. We find Clopook House near
Luggacurren, Co. Laois, described as the ‘seat’ of the Catholic Mahon family (fig.
1.7), who rented a 247-acre farm from a local Protestant clergyman. The family were
also freeholders of almost four hundred acres at a value £176 per annum, partly leased
to fourteen separate tenants.78 Built in 1821, the house is very clearly distinct from
the vernacular dwellings of their tenants, having a symmetrical  two- storey façade and
an emphatically genteel  block- and- start doorway of limestone with fanlight.79

Similar in size and character was the ‘seat’ of their neighbour John Dunne of
Raheennahown, a ‘gentleman of extensive means’, who leased 1,300 acres from the
marquess of Lansdown.80 The Raheennahown demesne was distinguished from its
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 http://www.askaboutireland.ie /griffith- valuation, accessed 12 June 2011.   The
house has been dated by a scrap of newspaper discovered by the present owner behind the
skirting, recounting the coronation of George IV.   Virginia Crossman, Politics, pauperism
and power in late  nineteenth- century Ireland (Manchester, 2006), p. 87.

. Summerhill, Nenagh, Co. Tipperary (photograph by the author).
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neighbour by its gate lodge built in the Tudor Revival style. Tenants with similarly
sized holdings but more aristocratic pretensions could build on a much more lavish
scale and in more exuberant style. The Lenigan family, who leased 1,600 acres from
the earl of Portarlington in Co. Tipperary, in the early 1800s built a large castellated
mansion (fig. 1.8) to advertise their descent from the noble Gaelic family of
O’Fogarty.81 Like most castellated houses in Ireland, it subscribed to the ‘English style
of architecture’ in a line with accepted notions of genteel taste.82 A popular novel of
1823 made fun of such pretensions, referring to ‘the Fogartys of Castle Fogarty, as
they now choose to designate themselves’, while in the 1840s, Tait’s Edinburgh
Magazine attacked them as impoverished ‘castellated gentry’. Thackeray, in Vanity
Fair, made ‘Lord  Castle- Fogarty’ an acquaintance of ‘that tattling old harridan, Peggy
O’Dowd’. Lady Morgan, on the other hand, compared their gentility favourably
against that of upstart English baronets who had made their fortunes in industry.83
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. Clopook House, Co. Laois (photograph by the author).
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While architectural grandeur might invoke snide remarks from certain quarters,
a family’s gentility might equally be undermined by their status as tenants rather than
landowners. The McCutcheons of Kilmore, Co. Tipperary, occupants of a polite
dwelling house on 157 acres, suffered the indignity of having their chattels seized
during the Land War. Their absentee English landlord, Colonel Maberley, expressed
an extraordinary degree of contempt for assertive tenants of this class, wishing to
reduce another local Protestant family of gentleman farmers, the Daggs, to the poor
house:

The building I shall burn down, and let the land run waste to recover the
fertility, of which, no doubt, owing to your style of farming, you have pretty
well deprived it. I have few wants, no debts, no family and a good English
income. The loss would be a mere nothing to me, and I shall have the satis-
faction of punishing you, and, I trust, rendering you for life an inmate of the
Nenagh Union.84
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Toby Barnard has observed similar attempts to demote the pretensions of genteel tenants
during the previous century – see Making the grand figure, p. 38; Lady Morgan, The princess,
or the beguine (2 vols, Philadelphia, 1835), ii, p. 66.   Nenagh Guardian, 31 Aug. 1881.

. Castle Fogarty, Co. Tipperary (Dublin Penny Journal, 6 Feb. 1836).
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Much more substantial families, such as the Dunnes of Raheennahown, were evicted
during the Plan of Campaign in March of 1887 to set an example to smaller tenants.85

The trappings of architectural gentility were therefore no barrier to experiences
more commonly associated with the thatched cottage.
Tensions between the lower and upper gentry came to the fore in a widely publi-

cized lawsuit taken by Michael Kelly of Mirehill, Co. Galway, in 1843. An occupier
of a modest dwelling on a leasehold of 272 acres, Kelly had been disqualified as
winner of a race in Athlone when Moore of Moore Hall asserted that he was not a
gentleman. Kelly successfully sued for the return of the £55 trophy in a court case
that saw both sides grapple with the definition of gentility. Although it was asserted
in the evidence that Mr Kelly’s wife did not receive visits from the upper ranks of
the Galway gentry, the case was ultimately decided in his favour by virtue of his
family’s inclusion in Burke’s guide.86 Sydney Owenson’s Celtic Revival romances had
glamorized the pedigrees of the impoverished native gentry, who, from the 1830s,
were received with notable enthusiasm into this  well- known register of genteel fami-
lies. Concerned with the notion of ‘the house’ in its genealogical and material form,
Burke’s guide vied with earlier books such as Lodge and Debrett’s to define the param-
eters of gentility not just in Ireland but throughout Britain and the empire. Here, the
antiquity of three branches of the Galway O’Kellys was prominently displayed. Its
writers – several generations of the Burke family of Elm Hall, Co. Tipperary – were
provincial Irish Catholics who earned a living as lawyers and genealogists and were
anciently connected to clans such as the Kellys by marriage.87 They boasted an
ancestor in the Austrian service and proclaimed themselves descended from the
O’Reillys, ‘Princes of Brefny’, in the female line, a pedigree decidedly out of kilter
with the mainstream Protestant establishment in Ireland.88 ‘Elm Hall’, like Mirehill,
was of decidedly humble scale.89 A short avenue from the road led to a modestly
scaled house with a walled garden to the rear and a small park to the front. In mate-
rial terms, the Burkes existed at the very margins of the class they sought to define
– a fact obscured by the publication of their books in London.
This Irish Catholic background may explain why they sought to promote pedi-

gree over material wealth as the true measure of gentility and why they could be
quite dismissive of new English and Cromwellian blood of more recent vintage. The
real aristocracy of Ireland, they explained in one edition, was to be found in very low
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places – the Old English and Gaelic Irish. Dispossession and exile might therefore be
worn as badges of the old Irish family.90 The Burkes’ close neighbours, the Aylmers,
who lived at the very small and remote Derry House, Rathcabbin, Co. Tipperary,
were also representative of this class. Although their current ‘seat’ was very insub-
stantial, they appeared in Burke’s guide as ‘the Aylmers of Lyons’, the large Kildare
estate they had sold in the previous century to the woollen manufacturer in Dublin
who later became Lord Cloncurry.91

CONCLUS ION

The spread of polite architecture and landscape in rural Ireland during the nineteenth
century reflected the growing social and political confidence of the middle classes.
Already by the late eighteenth century, polite consumer goods were making an
impact in rural Ireland, a process accelerated by the eradication of smaller holdings
in the  post- Famine years.92 Terms such as ‘seat’, ‘demesne’ and ‘villa’ were applied
quite far down the economic scale and sweeping avenues, gate houses and fanlit
doorways were no longer the preserve of the landlord class. Tenants on even rela-
tively small acreages appropriated a visible gentility in parallel with their newfound
political and social power. Catholic priests, in the years following emancipation, simi-
larly acquired – at least in richer parishes – the material trappings of the landlord
class. Fine parlours or drawing rooms asserted the new liberty of the Catholic
Church in the same way as ambitious programmes of church building by fashionable
architects. The contemporary taste for polite architecture on the small scale –
cottages and villas – accommodated the aspirations of small landowners on the
fringes of the gentry. Those with aristocratic pretensions but who were unable to
build grandly could find refuge in Burke’s guide and it is revealing that this authorita-
tive social register, which was ostensibly a prop of the Protestant ascendancy, emerged
from the ranks of the Irish Catholic professional class. Certainly, such claims to
gentility were more assertively made as the spread of formal architecture and the
democratization of elite culture saw the lines between prosperous farmer, middleman
and landlord increasingly blurred. 
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